ZANINI AUTO GRUP

We are a company born and based in Catalonia (Spain), with global presence in 9 countries of 3 continents. Focused at the design, development and manufacture of plastic components to decorate cars, we use many kind of sophisticated technologies to produce value added components for all car manufacturers globally. We are world market leaders on wheeltrim. Other products currently being developed at Zanini are related with autonomous driving and car sensorization, such as radar covers, sensor electronics, physics of light, and energy generation and harvesting.

Our headquarters are in Spain, with Commercial Project Offices in Detroit (USA), Curitiba (Brazil), Shanghai (China), Paris (France) and Tokyo (Japan). We also have 9 production plants: France, Italy, Czech Republic, USA, Mexico, Brazil and China with 2 plants in Spain. A new plant is currently being built in India.

We offer opportunities as for students and Bachelor/Master’s Degrees, open mind is required, international profile, fluent English is required and others languages as German and French are welcomed. We are also interested in Engineering Students from countries such as China, India, Japan, etc...

Web: www.zanini.com

Dimension of the company: Medium

Geographic implantation: World-wide / Automotion

Selection procedure /incorporation: As needs

Profiles requested: Students
Title junior
Title senior

Fields of study: Industrial engineering
Computer Engineering and Engineering of Telecommunication
Chemical Engineering

English is required, German/French/…are welcomed